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Abstract
Data in the lambda calculus is usually represented using the "Church encoding", which gives
closed terms for the constructors and which naturally allows to define functions by iteration. An
additional nice feature is that in system F (polymorphically typed lambda calculus) one can define
types for this data and the iteration scheme is well-typed. A problem is that primitive recursion
is not directly available: it can be coded in terms of iteration at the cost of inefficiency (e.g. a
predecessor with linear run-time). The much less well-known Scott encoding has case distinction
as a primitive. The terms are not typable in system F and there is no iteration scheme, but there
is a constant time destructor (e.g. predecessor).

We present a unification of the Church and Scott definition of data types, the Church-Scott
encoding, which has primitive recursion as basic. For the numerals, these are also known as
‘Parigot numerals’. We show how these can be typed in the polymorphic lambda calculus extended
with recursive types. We show that this also works for the dual case, co-inductive data types
with primitive co-recursion.

We single out the major schemes for defining functions over data-types: the iteration scheme,
the case scheme and the primitive recursion scheme, and we show how they are tightly connected
to the Church, the Scott and the Church-Scott representation. We also single out the duals of
these schemes: co-iteration, co-case and primitive co-recursion as schemes for defining function
to a co-data-type.

A major advantage is that all these are encodings in pure untyped λ-calculus and that strong
normalization is guaranteed, because the terms are typable in the polymorphic lambda calculus
extended with recursive types.
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1 Introduction

There are various way to represent natural numbers in λ-calculus, the most well-known one
being the Church representation, but there are various other, sometimes very eccentric, ones,
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e.g. as described in [2, 3, 23]. A notably very simple encoding of the natural numbers is know
as the Scott encoding, which has been presented in 1963 by Scott [19], but was never published
by Scott and only became known through [7]. It has been reinvented independently by [17]
and it has recently regained interest in the functional programming community [20, 12] and
also among researchers that use λ-calculus representations for the complexity analysis of
functions [14, 5].

The Church representation can be generalized to many other data types, and these can
be typed in system F (polymorphic λ-calculus) and already quite a few functions can be
well-typed [10, 4]. Already in simple type theory, the basic functions like addition and
multiplication can be typed on the Church numerals [6]. On the other hand, the Scott
representation of data can also be generalized, and the encoding is clearly simpler, but it’s
not very well-known and seldom used. Probably the main reason is that Scott data (e.g. the
Scott numerals) are not readily typable in system F .

In the present paper we look at the various numeral systems from the point of view of
function definition schemes. The most well-known function definition schemes are iteration
and primitive recursion over the natural numbers.

The iteration property for natural numbers states that, if d ∈ N and f : N → N, then
there is a total function h : N→ N that satisfies

h(0) = d

h(n+ 1) = f(h(n))

It can easily be proven that such h indeed exists and is computable if d and f are. Actually,
the equations give an algorithm for computing h (given algorithms for computing d and f).
So, in a functional programming language, and especially in a strongly typed language where
one wants all functions to be total, it is natural to add this iteration property as a primitive
scheme: given a data-type for natural numbers nat, with constructors Zero and Succ we have
the following iteration scheme for defining functions on nat

d : nat f : nat→ nat
It d f : nat→ nat

with reduction rules

It d f Zero �β d

It d f (Succ t) �β f (It d f t)

The nice feature of the Church numerals, and Church data-types in general, that they
basically are iterators: the n-th Church numeral just states: “take a value and a function
and iterate the function n times on the value”. This is worked out in detail in [4].

The other well-known scheme is primitive recursion, which is, in the same computational
phrasing

d : nat f : nat→ nat→ nat
Rec d f : nat→ nat

with reduction rules

Rec d f Zero �β d

Rec d f (Succ t) �β f t (It d f t)

It is well-known that this scheme can be coded in terms of iteration in a slightly cum-
bersome way, so it would be desirable to have it as a primitive. In [8], it was argued that
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the primitive recursion scheme is the most desirable to have, and the concept of primitive
recursion scheme was extended to general inductive data types, and also to co-inductive
data types, with a scheme of primitive co-recursion. To have these schemes, the simply
typed λ-calculus, λ→, and the polymorphically typed λ-calculus, system F , were extended
with schemes for defining inductive (and co-inductive) types with primitive recursion (and
primitive co-recursion), and it was shown that this system is strongly normalizing and has
the same expressive power as a similar system by Mendler [16]. The (implicit) question was
left open whether it would be possible to define data types with primitive recursion (and
data-types with primitive co-recursion) directly in λ-calculus, typed or untyped.

Later, in [9], the scheme for primitive recursion was further broken down and it was
shown that it is the combination of a case scheme, allowing simple pattern matching over a
data-type, and the iteration scheme.

Here we discuss the three schemes: iteration, case and primitive recursion, and also their
duals (co-iteration, co-case and primitive co-recursion) and we show that Church data-types
support iteration, Scott data-types support case. We also introduce the new notion of
Church-Scott data-type as a kind of union of the two that supports primitive recursion. Then
we define Church, Scott and Church-Scott encodings of the dual: co-data-types and we show
that they support co-iteration, co-case and primitive co-recursion, respectively.

An important feature of this work is that primitive recursion (and its dual, primitive
co-recursion) can be encoded directly in pure untyped λ-calculus, without needing any
additional constants or constructs. This simplifies the study of these schemes.

In addition, there is a typed λ-calculus, λ2µ (see Appendix A), in which these data-types
can be defined and these schemes are well-typed. The system λ2µ extends system F with
recursive type definitions for positive type schemes, and is inspired from [1], where it was
shown how to type the Scott numerals. The system λ2µ can be shown to be strongly
normalizing, by applying the standard saturated sets technique. This has been done for a
slightly different system of recursive types in [16], but the approach is basically the same, so
we don’t repeat the proof here. This strongly normalization result guarantees the termination
of all functions defined by the schemes we consider.

2 Natural Numbers

2.1 Church natural numbers
We look at the well-known definitions of data in the untyped λ-calculus. The most well-known
are the Church numerals [6]:

0 := λx f.x p := λx f.fp (x)
1 := λx f.f x S := λn.λx f.f (nx f)
2 := λx f.f (f x)

The Church numerals have iteration as basis: the numerals are iterators. This means that
for c and f terms, there is a term It c f satisfying

It d f 0 =β d

It d f n+ 1 =β f (It d f n)

Ideally, one would have �β instead of =β , which we could call a reducing iterator.
The Church numerals are the iterators themselves: It d f := λn.n d f does the job. This

doesn’t give a reducing iterator, because one β-expansion is needed: (λn.n d f)p+ 1 �β
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f (p d f), which β-expands to f (It d f p). Also, one would like the iterator to not just work
for closed values (actual numbers), but for any term of the shape S t. We can make these
requirements explicit by defining the iteration scheme for natural number as follows.

I Definition 1. The iteration scheme for natural numbers in untyped λ-calculus consists of
closed terms Zero and Succ, and for all terms d, f, t a term It d f t satisfying the following
properties

It d f Zero �β d

It d f (Succ t) �β f (It d f t)

It is now easy to check that the Church numerals with Zero :=, Succ := and It d f t := t d f

form an iteration scheme for the natural numbers. In a typed setting, this can be turned
into a typed iteration scheme by requiring the terms to be well-typed.

I Definition 2. The typed iteration scheme for natural numbers in some ambient typed
λ-calculus extends the notion of iteration scheme for the natural numbers by a type nat and
the following typing conditions: Zero : nat, Succ : nat→ nat and

d : D f : D → D n : nat
It d f n : D

for any type D.

and terms d and f of the appropriate types, It d f is of type nat → D, where nat is a
type for the numerals n.

The advantage of the iteration scheme is that one gets quite a bit of “well-founded
recursion” for free: many well-known functions (addition, multiplication, exponentiation)
fit in the iteration scheme. Also the Ackermann function can be defined using the iteration
scheme, in case one also allows higher types (types containing arrows) for D. In a typed
setting where the defining equations (=β) for the iteration scheme are actually reductions
(�β), the normalization property for the type system implies the termination of algorithms
defined using the iteration scheme.

A well-known result of Girard [10] is that in system F (the polymorphic lambda calculus),
there is a typed iteration scheme for natural numbers: nat can be defined as ∀α.α→(α→α)→α
and then the terms above are all well-typed. Böhm and Berarducci [4] have shown how to
extend this to arbitrary inductive data types, giving a general procedure for defining a closed
system F type for a data type, closed terms for its constructors and an iteration scheme.

A disadvantage of the iteration scheme is that there is no pattern matching built in, so
the predecessor is hard to define. This was already known to Church, who seems to have been
a bit dissatisfied with these numerals. Kleene was the first to discover a definition for the
predecessor on the Church numerals, which he found during a visit of his dentist. The idea is
to define by considering the function F : nat× nat→nat× nat, with F (〈x, y〉) = 〈Succx, x〉.
If one takes the n-times iteration of F on 〈Zero,Zero〉 and then the second component of the
pair, one obtains n− 1 (and Zero if n = 0). So Pred := λn.(It 〈Zero,Zero〉λz.〈Succ z1, z1〉)2,
where (−)1 and (−)2 denote first and second projection from a pair. This trick applies
generally to define destructors (the inverse of the constructors) for data types in the (typed)
λ-calculus, as has been shown, e.g. in [8]. The problem is:

The predecessor function only works for closed values: Predn+ 1 =β n, but not
Pred (Succx) =β x.
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The predecessor does not compute in constant time: Predn+ 1 �β n in a number of
steps linear in n. (Basically, Pred counts down to 0, keeping track of the number of steps
it takes to do that, and then it counts up one step less.)

These problems are the same for all inductive data type definitions in typed or untyped
λ-calculus that follow the “Church style approach”. See [8] for details.

2.2 Scott natural numbers
The Scott numerals haven’t actually been published by Scott himself, but they appear in [7],
where they are attributed to Scott [19]. The definition of the numerals is as follows.

0 := λx f.x p+ 1 := λx f.f p

1 := λx f.f 0 S := λn.λx f.f n

2 := λx f.f 1

The Scott numerals have case distinction as a basis: the numerals are case distinctors. For
clarity and comparison, we single out case distinction as a function definition scheme, just
like iteration in Definition 1.

I Definition 3. The case scheme for natural numbers in untyped λ-calculus consists of
closed terms Zero and Succ, and for all terms d, f, t a term It d f t satisfying the following
properties

Case d f Zero �β d

Case d f (Succ t) �β f t

An advantage is that the predecessor can now immediately be defined, by taking d = Zero
and f = λx.x. However one has to get recursion from somewhere else, because the case
scheme doesn’t provide a recursive call to the function Case d f . In untyped λ-calculus,
recursion can be obtained from a fixed point-combinator.

In analogy with Definition 2, we also define a typed case scheme.

I Definition 4. The typed case scheme for natural numbers in some ambient typed λ-
calculus extends the notion of case scheme by a type nat and the following typing conditions:
Zero : nat, Succ : nat→ nat and

d : D f : nat→ D n : nat
Case d f n : D

for any type D.

2.3 Combined Church-Scott natural numbers
The thing missing from the Church numerals is that they do not directly provide definitions
by primitive recursion, as one has, e.g. in Gödel’s system T . To make this explicit, we define
the scheme for primitive recursion.

I Definition 5. The primitive recursion scheme for natural numbers in untyped λ-calculus
consists of closed terms Zero and Succ, and for all terms d, f, t a term Rec d f t satisfying
the following properties

Rec d f Zero �β d

Rec d f (Succ t) �β f t (Rec d f t)
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The typed primitive recursion scheme for natural numbers in some ambient typed λ-calculus
extends this by a type nat and the following typing conditions: Zero : nat, Succ : nat→ nat
and

d : D f : nat→ D → D n : nat
Rec d f n : D

The primitive recursion scheme captures both the iteration scheme and the case scheme,
so both the predecessor and the iterative functions like addition and multiplication can be
defined directly.

The following definition of the natural numbers also occurs in [18] and is therefore also
called the Parigot numerals, e.g. in [20].

I Definition 6. The combined Church-Scott numerals in the untyped λ-calculus are defined
as follows.

0 := λx f.x p+ 1 := λx f.f p (p x f)
1 := λx f.f 0 (0x f) S := λn.λx f.f n (nx f)
2 := λx f.f 1 (1x f)

These numerals can be typed if one allows recursive types: Suppose we extend system F

with the possibility to define types by recursive equations σ := µX.Φ(X), under the condition
that X should occur positively in Φ(X). This definition amounts to a type equality σ = Φ(σ).
Then we can define

nat := µY.∀X.X → (Y → X → X)→ X.

Now the Church-Scott numerals can be typed with type nat. As illustration we give the
typing of the successor.

n : nat, x : X, f : nat→ X → X ` n : X → (nat→ X → X)→ X

n : nat, x : X, f : nat→ X → X ` nx f : X
n : nat, x : X, f : nat→ X → X ` f n (nx f) : X

n : nat ` λx f.f n (nx f) : X → (nat→ X → X)→ X

n : nat ` λx f.f n (nx f) : ∀X.X → (nat→ X → X)→ X

n : nat ` λx f.f n (nx f) : nat
` λn.λx f.f n (nx f) : nat→nat

I Lemma 7. The Church-Scott numerals admit a primitive recursion scheme, given by
Recnd f := nd f . In system F with positive recursive types, there is is a typed primitive
recursion scheme.

Proof. For the reduction requirements:

Rec d f Zero := Zero d f �β d

Rec d f (Succ t) := Succ t d f �β f t (t d f) ≡ f t (Rec d f t)

For the typing:

d : D, f : nat→ D → D,n : nat ` n : ∀X.X → (nat→ X → X)→ X

d : D, f : nat→ D → D,n : nat ` nd f : D

J
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3 Categorical data types

Data types in functional languages are often derived from ideas in categorical semantics. The
first to make that precise is Hagino ([11]) who derives from the notions of initial algebra and
terminal co-algebra an extension of simply typed lambda calculus, which he calls categorical
data types. This amounts to two schemes for defining a new type from a co-variant functor
from types to types. These come together with constants and reduction rules.

Here we repeat this general definition, using the presentation of [8]. This amounts
to inductive data types that enjoy an iteration scheme and is therefore not completely
satisfactory from a computational point of view. For example, the destructor (the inverse of
the constructors of the data type) is hard to define. So, we follow [8] and we introduce the
notion of recursive algebra, which is a data type that enjoys primitive recursion. In parallel,
we give the categorical diagrams that serve as a motivation and we also introduce the dual
notions of co-inductive data type that enjoys co-iteration and co-recursive co-algebra that
enjoys primitive co-recursion.

We start of with some preliminaries.
A co-variant functor from simple types to simple types is a positive type scheme Φ(α),

that is a type Φ in which the free variable α occurs positively. (The type variable α occurs
positively in the type Φ if α /∈ FV(Φ), Φ ≡ α or if Φ ≡ Φ1→Φ2 and α occurs negatively in
Φ1, positively in Φ2. The type variable α occurs negatively in Φ if α /∈ FV(Φ), Φ ≡ α or if
Φ ≡ Φ1→Φ2 and α occurs negatively in Φ2, positively in Φ1.) If Φ(α) is a type scheme, with
Φ(τ) we mean the type Φ with τ substituted for α. If there’s no ambiguity to which type
variable α we’re referring, we just write Φ in stead of Φ(α).

A positive, respectively negative type scheme Φ can be applied to a function f : τ→ρ,
obtaining Φ(f) : Φ(ρ)→Φ(τ), respectively Φ(f) : Φ(τ)→Φ(ρ) by lifting: α(f) ≡ f , if
α /∈ FV(Φ), Φ(f) ≡ idΦ and if α occurs negatively in Φ1, positively in Φ2 then

(Φ1→Φ2)(f) ≡ λx : Φ1(ρ)→Φ2(ρ).λy : Φ1(τ).Φ2(f)(x(Φ1(f)y)),
(Φ2→Φ1)(f) ≡ λx : Φ2(τ)→Φ1(τ).λy : Φ2(ρ).Φ1(f)(x(Φ2(f)y)).

These notions extend naturally to other type theories, like system F or λ2µ that we will
consider.

I Definition 8. Let Φ1(α),Φ2(α), . . . ,Φn(α) be positive type schemes. The inductive type
scheme for constructing data types is the following.
σ := inductive α with constructors
c1 : Φ1(α)→α
c2 : Φ2(α)→α

...
cn : Φn(α)→α

end
This declaration gives rise to the following extension of the system.
1. a closed type σ
2. constants ci : Φi(σ)→σ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
3. terms ItM1M2 . . .Mn for every M1,M2, . . . ,Mn such that
4. for every τ ,

M1 : Φ1(τ)→τ M2 : Φ2(τ)→τ . . . Mn : Φn(τ)→τ
ItM1M2 . . .Mn : σ → τ
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5. The reduction relation is extended with the rule

ItM1M2 . . .Mn (cit)�Mi (Φi(ItM1 . . .Mn) t)

The iterator is also called eliminator, as it eliminates an object of an inductive type and
its computation rule matches on a constructor of the inductive type.

The natural numbers are an example of an inductive data-type, if we also allow Φ(α) to
be absent, or if we have a unity type in our language. We go for the first option and then we
have

nat := inductive α with constructors
c1 : α

c2 : α→α
end

For d : τ , f : τ→τ , the reduction rule for It d f is

ItM1M2 c1 � M1

ItM1M2 (c2 t) � M2 (ItM1 . . .Mn t)

which are the rules of the iteration scheme for nat.

I Definition 9. Let Φ1(α),Φ2(α), . . . ,Φn(α) be positive type schemes. The co-inductive
type scheme for constructing data types is the following.
σ := inductive α with constructors
d1 : α→Φ1(α)
d2 : α→Φ1(α)

...
dn : α→ Φ1(α)

end
This declaration gives rise to the following extension of the system.
1. a closed type σ
2. constants ci : σ→Φi(σ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
3. terms CoItM1M2 . . .Mn d for every M1,M2, . . . ,Mn such that
4. for every τ ,

M1 : τ→Φ1(τ) M2 : τ→Φ2(τ) . . . Mn : τ→Φn(τ)
CoItM1M2 . . .Mn : τ → σ

5. The reduction relation is extended with the rule

d (CoItM1M2 . . .Mn t)� Φi(CoItM1 . . .Mn) (Mi t)

An interesting example of a co-inductive type is the type of streams over some base type
A, StrA. It is given by.

StrA := co-inductive α with destructors
hd : α→A
tl : α→α

end
Then hd : StrA→A and tl : StrA→StrA and

M1 : τ→A M2 : τ→τ
CoItM1M2 : τ → StrA
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with

hd(CoItM1M2 t) � M1t

tl(CoItM1M2 t) � CoItM1M2 (M2 t)

We single this out as a definition scheme for functions to streams.

I Definition 10. A type StrA enjoys the co-iteration scheme for streams if there are terms
hd : StrA→A, tl : StrA→StrA and CoItM1M2 t (for any M1, M2 and t) such that

M1 : τ→A M2 : τ→τ t : τ
CoItM1M2 t : StrA

with reductions

hd(CoItM1M2 t) � M1t

tl(CoItM1M2 t) � CoItM1M2 (M2 t)

This allows to define, for example, the stream of all a’s (for some a : A) as CoIt (λx.a) (λx.a) a,
or if we take A := nat, λn.CoIt (λx.x) Succn define the function that, given n : nat, returns
the stream n, n+ 1, n+ 2, . . ..
I Remark. The type σ defined by the inductive type scheme from Φ1(α), . . .Φn(α) should
be read as a (weakly) initial algebra of T (X) = Φ1(X) + . . .+ Φn(X). The type σ defined
by the co-inductive type scheme from Φ1(α), . . .Φn(α) should be read and (weakly) terminal
co-algebras of T (X) = Φ1(X) × . . . × Φn(X). So dualising is of course not the same as
reversing all the arrows in a sum scheme to obtain a product scheme!

The inductive type scheme and the co-inductive type scheme correspond to the categorical
notions of initial algebra and terminal co-algebra. In [8], these have been refined to recursive
algebra and co-recursive co-algebra. We introduce these notions, because those are the one
we wish to capture syntactically. For further discussion we refer to [8].

In the following, we assume we are in some category C that has products and co-products,
and that T is a functor in this category.

I Definition 11. 1. A T -algebra is a pair (A, f), with A an object and f : TA→A.
2. If (A, f) and (B, g) are T -algebra’s, a morphism from (A, f) to (B, g) is a morphism

h : A→B such that the following diagram commutes.

T (A)
f - A

=

T (B)

T (h)

?

g
- B

h

?

3. A T -algebra (A, f) is initial if it is initial in the category of T -algebras, i.e. for every
T -algebra (B, g) there’s a unique h which makes the above diagram commute.

The initial algebra of the functor T (X) = 1 + X is the natural numbers object. The
initial algebra of T (X) = 1 + (A×X) is the object of finite lists over A. In a typed λ-calculus
like system F one can define weakly initial algebras for a positive type scheme T (α), that is:
we have T -algebra (A, f) such that for every T -algebra (B, g) there is a map h which makes
the diagram of Definition 11 commute, but this h is not necessarily unique. As a matter of
fact, for an inductive type, It g is an h that makes the diagram commute.
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I Definition 12. 1. A T -co-algebra is a pair (A, f), with A an object and f : A→ TA.
2. If (A, f) and (B, g) are T -co-algebras, a morphism from (B, g) to (A, f) is a morphism

h : B → A such that the following diagram commutes.

B
g- T (B)

=

A

h

?

f
- T (A)

T (h)

?

3. A T -co-algebra (A, f) is terminal if it is terminal in the category of T -co-algebras, i.e. for
every co-algebra (B, g) there’s a unique h which makes the above diagram commute.

Our pet example for terminal co-algebras is the one for T (X) = A ×X, the object of
streams over A.

Again, in a typed λ-calculus like system F , one can only define weakly terminal co-algebras,
where for every T -co-algebra, (B, g) there exists an arrow h that makes the diagram in 12
commute, but this need not be unique. A co-inductive type is a weakly terminal co-algebra:
CoIt g is an h that makes the diagram commute.

Let in the following C be a category with weak products and weak co-products and T a
functor from C to C.

I Definition 13. (A, f) is a recursive T -algebra if (A, f) is a T -algebra and for every
g : T (X ×A)→X there exists an h : A→X such that the following diagram commutes.

TA
f - A

=

T (X ×A)

T (〈h, id〉)

?

g
- X

h

?

I Definition 14. (A, f) is a co-recursive T -co-algebra if (A, f) is a T -co-algebra and for
every g : X→T (X +A) there exists an h : X→A such that the following diagram commutes.

X
g- T (X +A)

=

A

h

?

f
- TA

T ([h, id])

?

In [9], the notions of algebra with case and co-algebra with co-case have been introduced,
to further refine the notions of (co-)recursive (co-)algebra.

4 Church and Scott data types in type theory

4.1 Inductive data types
We now give a general representation of inductive data types in λ-calculus, in Church, Scott
and Church-Scott style. The first is well-known from [4], but we give it for completeness.
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Church style data types enjoy the iteration scheme, while Scott style data types enjoy the
case scheme and Church-Scott data types enjoy the primitive recursion scheme.

To keep the presentation simple, we limit our attention to first order data types in this
paper, so there are no nested arrows.

I Definition 15. A first order data type will be written as

data-type D with constructors
CD

1 : T 1
1 (D)→ . . .→ T 1

ar(1)(D)→ D

. . .

CD
n : Tn1 (D)→ . . .→ Tnar(n)(D)→ D

where each of the T ij (X) is either X or a type expression that does not contain X. If D is
clear from the context, we will omit it as a superscript and write Ci in stead of CD

i .

This defines an algebraic data-type D with n constructors with names C1, . . . ,Cn. Each
constructor Ci has arity ar(i), which can also be 0, and then the constructor is a constant.

I Convention 16. To simplify notation, we abbreviate the list of argument types of a
constructor, writing T 1(X) for T 1

1 (X) . . . T 1
ar(1)(X) etc. As a matter of fact, this is a kind of

uncurrying, replacing C1 : T 1
1 (D)→ . . .→ T 1

ar(1)(D)→ D by C1 : T 1
1 (D)× . . .×T 1

ar(1)(D)→
D, and then we abbreviate T 1

1 (X) × . . . × T 1
ar(1)(X) to T 1(X). So then a first order data

type looks like
data-type D with constructors

C1 : T 1(D)→ D

. . .

Cn : Tn(D)→ D

In semantical terms, an inductive data type should capture the least fixed point of
X 7→ T 1(X) + . . . + Tn(X), or equivalently the initial algebra of the functor Φ, where
Φ(X) = T 1(X) + . . .+ Tn(X).

We can now give a general definition of Church, Scott and Church-Scott data types in
the typed λ-calculus.

I Definition 17. Given a data-type D as in Definition 15, with constructors C1, . . . ,Cn,
the Church encoding of D in system F is given by

D := ∀α.(T 1(α)→α)→ . . .→(Tn(α)→α)→α.

The constructors are encoded by

Ci := λx1 . . . xar(i).λc1 . . . ck.ci t1 . . . tar(i)
with tj := xj if α /∈ FV(T ij (α))

tj := xj ~c if T ij (α) = α

The simplest instance is the natural numbers: 0 := λx f.x and S := λn.λx f.f (nx f). It
is well-known that the Church encoding enjoys the iteration scheme, which is just the It rule
that we have given in general in 15.

We can encode Scott data types in λ2µ. (See Appendix A for a description of the system
λ2µ.)
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I Definition 18. Given a data-type D as in Definition 15, with constructors C1, . . . ,Cn,
the Scott encoding of D in system λ2µ is given by

D := µβ.∀α.(T 1(β)→α)→ . . .→(Tn(β)→α)→α.

The constructors are encoded by

Ci := λx1 . . . xar(i).λc1 . . . cn.ci x1 . . . xar(i)

The most well-known instance is again the natural numbers: 0 := λx f.x, S := λn.λx f.f n.
The Scott data types enjoy a case definition scheme. An important instance of this is that
one can define the inverse of the constructors, a destructor. We single this out in a separate
Lemma.

I Definition 19. Given the Scott encoding of a data-type D, the destructor is defined by

dest : D → T 1(D) + . . .+ Tn(D)
:= λd.d în1 . . . înn

where
îni : T i1(D)→ . . .→ T iar(i)(D)→ T 1(D) + . . .+ Tn(D)

is the curried version of ini : T i(D)→ T 1(D) + . . .+ Tn(D),

îni := λx1 . . . xar(i).ini〈x1, . . . , xar(i)〉.

I Lemma 20. Given the Scott encoding of a data-type D, the destructor satisfies the property

dest(Ci x1 . . . xar(i))�β ini〈x1 . . . xar(i)〉

Proof.
dest(Ci x1 . . . xar(i))�β îni x1 . . . xar(i) �β ini〈x1 . . . xar(i)〉

J

I Lemma 21. The Scott encoding of a data-type D enjoys the case scheme, given by

f1 : T 1(D)→τ fn : Tn(D)→τ d : D
Case f1 . . . fn d : τ

and the following reduction rule

Case f1 . . . fn (Ci x1 . . . xar(i))�β fi x1 . . . xar(i)

Proof. Define Case f1 . . . fn d := d f1 . . . fn. Then the reduction is immediate. J

The Scott encoding is sometimes also called the Mogensen-Scott encoding, because
Mogensen [17] used it to give an (amazingly simple and perspicuous) encoding of untyped
λ-calculus in itself. We will refer to it as the Scott-encoding.

We can even do better, by defining a Church-Scott encoding of a data-type.

I Definition 22. Given a data-type D as in Definition 15, with constructors C1, . . . ,Cn,
the Church-Scott encoding of D in system λ2µ is given by

D := µβ.∀α.(T 1(β × α)→α)→ . . .→(Tn(β × α)→α)→α.

The constructors are encoded by

Ci := λx1 . . . xar(i).λc1 . . . ck.ci t1 . . . tar(i)
with tj := xj if α /∈ FV(T ij )

tj := 〈xj , xj ~c〉 if T ij = α
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The most well-known instance is again the natural numbers that we have seen before
with constructors

0 := λx f.x

S := λn.λx f.f n (nx f).

The Church-Scott data types enjoy a primitive recursion scheme. An important instance
of this is that one can define the inverse of the constructors, a destructor. The reason is
that the case scheme and the iteration scheme are both instances of the primitive recursion
scheme.

I Definition 23. Given the Church-Scott encoding of a data-type D, the destructor is
defined as follows. We abbreviate A := T 1(D) + . . .+ Tn(D).

dest : D → T 1(D) + . . .+ Tn(D)
:= λd.d p1 . . . pn

where pj : T j(D ×A)→ A

:= inj ◦ T j(π1)

I Lemma 24. Given the Church-Scott encoding of a data-type D, the destructor satisfies
the property

dest(Ci x1 . . . xar(i))�β ini〈x1 . . . xar(i)〉

Proof.

dest(Ci x1 . . . xar(i)) �β pi t
∗
1 . . . t

∗
ar(i)

where t∗j = xj if α /∈ FV(T ij (α))
t∗j = 〈xj , xj~p〉 if T ij (α) = α

�β ini(T j(π1) t∗1 . . . t∗ar(i))
�β ini〈x1 . . . xar(i)〉

J

I Lemma 25. The Church-Scott encoding of a data-type D enjoys the primitive recursion
scheme, given by

f1 : T 1(D × τ)→τ fn : Tn(D × τ)→τ d : D
Rec f1 . . . fn d : τ

and the following reduction rule (where we abbreviate f1 . . . fn to ~f)

Rec f1 . . . fn (Ci x1 . . . xar(i))�β fi (T i1〈id,Rec ~f〉x1) . . . (T iar(i)〈id,Rec ~f〉xar(i))

Here, T ij 〈id,Rec ~f〉x denotes{
x if α /∈ FV(T ij (α))

〈x,Rec ~f x〉 if T ij (α) = α
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Proof. If we define Rec f1 . . . fn d := d f1 . . . fn, the typing is immediate. For the reduction
rule

Rec f1 . . . fn (Ci x1 . . . xar(i)) = Ci x1 . . . xar(i) f1 . . . fn

�β fi t
∗
1 . . . t

∗
ar(i)

where t∗j = xj if α /∈ FV(T ij (α))
t∗j = 〈xj , xj ~f〉 if T ij (α) = α

= fi (T i1〈id,Rec ~f〉x1) . . . (T iar(i)〈id,Rec ~f〉xar(i))

J

That all this works is due to that fact that we can define recursive algebras (in the sense
of [8], see Definition 13) inside λ2µ in a generic way. We have shown here how to do that
for functors of the form Φ(α) = T 1(α) + . . .+ Tn(α) where each T i(α) is a product of α’s
and objects that do not depend on α. It would be interesting to extend this further to all
polynomial functors.

4.2 Co-inductive data types
It is well-known that streams over a base type A can also be defined in λ2:

StrA := ∃α.α× (α→ A× α)

This could be called the Church encoding of co-data-types even though Church never used
it. It is most likely due to [24]. We use the same type of implicit Curry-style typing for ∃
that we use for the ∀, and we use 〈−,−〉 for pairing and π1 and π2 for the projections. See
Appendix A for the precise rules. Then the definitions of head and tail are as follows.

hd s := s (λp.π1(π2 p (π1p)))
tl s := s (λp.λf.f 〈π2(π2 p (π1p)), π2 p〉)

This gives a weakly terminal co-algebra for the functor T (α) = A×α. In general, given a
type scheme Φ(α), a weakly terminal co-algebra for Φ can be defined as ∃α.α× (α→ Φ(α).

To get a general definition of co-algebraic data that we will define in λ2µ, we take the
destructors apart.

I Definition 26. A first order co-data-type will be written as

co-data-type D with destructors
DD

1 : D → T 1(D)
. . .

DD
n : D → Tn(D)

where each of the T i(X) is either X or a type expression that does not contain X. If D is
clear from the context, we will omit it as a superscript and write Di in stead of DD

i .

This defines a co-algebraic data-type D with n destructors with names D1, . . . ,Dn. Each
constructor Di has arity 1. This is a limitation, as in general we would like a destructor
to have a higher arity: D : D → T1(D) + . . . + Tk(D). This can be done, but the syntax
becomes very heavy, so we leave the precise treatment of the more general case for the future.
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Using this definition of co-data-type, we obtain for streams over a base type A:

co-data-type StrA with destructors
hd : StrA → A

tl : StrA → StrA

This is encoded in system F as

StrA := ∃α.α× (α→ A)× (α→ α)

The definitions of head and tail then are as follows, where we use 〈−〉 to denote a tuple of
arbitrary length (so we avoid nested pairs as much as possible) and πj denotes projection on
the j-th component of a tuple. We also define CoItM1M2 t

hd s := s (λp.π2 p (π1p))
tl s := s (λp.λf.f 〈π3 p (π1p), π2 p, π3 p〉)

CoItM1M2 t := λf.f 〈f,M1,M2〉

It is a simple check that StrA thus defined enjoys the co-iteration scheme for streams of
Definition 10. Now it is hard to define the cons operator, that takes an a : A and an s : StrA
to create cons a s : StrA. However, in λ2µ we can define a Scott encoding of streams that
does enable the definition of the constructor, because it enjoys a co-case scheme.

I Definition 27. A type StrA enjoys the co-case scheme for streams if there are terms
hd : StrA→A, tl : StrA→StrA and CoCaseM1M2 t (for any M1, M2 and t) such that

M1 : τ→A M2 : τ→StrA t : τ
CoCaseM1M2 t : StrA

with reductions

hd(CoCaseM1M2 t) � M1t

tl(CoCaseM1M2 t) � M2 t

I Definition 28. The Scott encoding of streams in λ2µ is given by

StrA := µβ.∃α.α× (α→ A)× (α→ β)
hd s := s (λp.π2 p (π1p))
tl s := s (λp.π3 p (π1p))

So we have the type equation StrA = ∃α.α × (α → A)× (α → StrA), which makes the
terms hd and tl well-typed.

I Lemma 29. The Scott encoding of streams in λ2µ, enjoys a co-case scheme, where

CoCaseM1M2 t := λf.f 〈t,M1,M2〉

The proof is an immediate check of the properties of Definition 27. We can now also
define the constructor easily. For a : A and s : StrA,

cons a s := CoCase (λz.a) (λz.s) a

and one immediately verifies that hd (cons a s)�β a, tl (cons a s)�β s.
We can generalize this further and define co-recursive co-algebras (Definition 14) in λ2µ

for the co-data-type of Definition 26. For streams we get the following.
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I Definition 30. A type StrA enjoys the co-recursion scheme for streams if there are terms
hd : StrA→A, tl : StrA→StrA and CoRecM1M2 t (for any M1, M2 and t) such that

M1 : τ→A M2 : τ→StrA + τ t : τ
CoRecM1M2 t : StrA

with reductions

hd(CoRecM2 t) � M1t

tl(CoRecM1M2 t) � case M2 t of (inl x⇒ x) (inrx⇒ CoRecM1M2 x)

I Definition 31. The Church-Scott encoding of streams in λ2µ is given by

StrA := µβ.∃α.α× (α→ A)× (α→ β + α)
hd s := s (λp.π2 p (π1p))
tl s := s (λp.case π3 p (π1p) of (inl x⇒ x) (inrx⇒ λf.f 〈x, π2p, π3 p〉)

I Lemma 32. The Church-Scott encoding of streams in λ2µ, enjoys a co-recursion scheme,
where

CoRecM1M2 t := λf.f 〈t,M1,M2〉

The proof is immediate by unfolding the definitions.
The approach taken above for streams works for more general co-inductive data-types. It

gives nice finite representations of infinitary data in the untyped λ-calculus. (E.g. the stream
of natural numbers is a term in normal form.) We now show how to define Church, Scott and
Church-Scott co-data-types in general. Let a co-data-type D as in Definition 26 be given.

I Definition 33. The Church encoding of D in system F is as follows.

D := ∃α.α× (α→ T 1(α))× . . .× (α→ Tn(α))

with the destructors Di : D → T i(D) defined by

Di s := s (λp.πi+1 p (π1p)) if α /∈ FV(T i(α))
Di s := s (λp.λf.f 〈πi+1 p (π1p), π2 p, . . . , πn+1 p〉) if T i(α) = α

A Church encoded co-data-type enjoys a co-iteration scheme, that we define now.

I Definition 34. A type S enjoys the co-iteration scheme for co-date-type D if there are
destructor terms and terms CoItM1 . . .Mn t (for any M1, . . .Mn and t) such that

M1 : τ→T 1(τ) Mn : τ→Tn(τ) t : τ
CoItM1 . . .Mn t : S

with reductions

Di (CoItM1 . . .M2 t) � Mit if α /∈ FV(T i(α))
Di (CoItM1 . . .M2 t) � CoItM1 . . .M2 (Mi t) if T i(α) = α

I Lemma 35. The Church encoded co-data-type enjoys a co-iteration scheme, if we take

CoItM1 . . .Mn t := λf.f 〈t,M1 . . .Mn〉

Proof. The reduction properties are checked immediately. J
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In λ2µ we can define a Scott encoding of co-data-types that enables the definition of the
constructor right away, because it enjoys a co-case scheme.

IDefinition 36. A type S enjoys the co-case scheme for co-date-typeD if there are destructor
terms and CoCaseM1 . . .Mn t (for any M1, . . . ,Mn and t) such that

M1 : τ→T 1(S) Mn : τ→Tn(S) t : τ
CoCaseM1 . . .Mn t : S

with reductions

Di(CoCaseM1 . . .Mn t) � Mi t

I Definition 37. The Scott encoding of co-data-type D in λ2µ is as follows.

D := µβ.∃α.α× (α→ T 1(β))× . . .× (α→ Tn(β))

with the destructors Di : D → T i(D) encoded by

Di s := s (λp.πi+1 p (π1p))

I Lemma 38. The Scott encoding of co-data-type D enjoys a co-case scheme, where

CoCaseM1 . . .Mn t := λf.f 〈t,M1, . . . ,Mn〉

The proof is an immediate check of the properties of Definition 36. Now we can also
define the constructor, cons : T 1(D)→ . . .→Tn(D)→D, using CoCase or directly. We define
it directly:

cons := λx1, . . . , xn.λf.f 〈x1, λz.x1, . . . , λz.xn〉

Then
Di (consx1, . . . , xn)�β xi

Note that the choice of x1 as first element in the tuple in the definition of cons is completely
arbitrary.

We now define the Church-Scott encoding of co-data-types.

I Definition 39. The Church-Scott encoding of co-data-type D in λ2µ is as follows.

D := µβ.∃α.α× (α→ T 1(β + α))× . . .× (α→ Tn(β + α))

with the destructors Di : D → T i(D) defined by

Di s := s (λp.πi+1 p (π1p)) if α /∈ FV(T i(α))
Di s := s (λp.case πi+1 p (π1p) of

(inl x⇒ x) (inrx⇒ λf.f 〈x, π2p, . . . , πn+1 p〉) if T i(α) = α

I Definition 40. The type S enjoys a co-recursion scheme for co-data-type D in case there
are destructor terms and CoRecM1 . . .Mn t (for any M1, . . . ,Mn and t) such that

M1 : τ→T 1(S + τ) Mn : τ→Tn(S + τ) t : τ
CoRecM1 . . .Mn t : S

with reductions

Di(CoRecM1 . . .Mn t) � Mi t

if α /∈ FV(T i(α))
Di(CoRecM1 . . .Mn t) � case Mi t of (inl x⇒ x) (inrx⇒ CoRecM1 . . .Mn x)

if T i(α) = α
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I Lemma 41. The Church-Scott encoding of co-data-types in λ2µ, enjoys a co-recursion
scheme, where

CoRecM1 . . .Mn t := λf.f 〈t,M1, . . . ,Mn〉

Proof. The requirements in Definition 40 are verified right away. J

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have shown how to represent data-types and co-data-types in λ2µ, the extension of
system F with recursive types, in such a way that we support the function definitions schemes
of (co-)iteration, (co-)case and primitive (co-)recursion. This also allows for new generic
definitions of data in pure untyped λ-calculus, so without using additional constants or
constructs, like e.g. pattern matching, guarded recursion. The data-types we have considered
are still limited, so we want to extend this further. The further reaching goal is to be able to
translate all computational language constructs of a powerful language like CIC (Calculus of
Inductive Constrictions) to the untyped λ-calculus, to create a simple computational basis
for the proof assistant Coq.

It should be pointed out – as was already remarked by Parigot [18] for the numerals –
that the Church-Scott data-types have an inefficient encoding: the size of n is exponential in
n, which is clearly undesirable. So, this is something to resolve.

The Church-Scott data-types have another deficit compared to the Church and Scott
data-types: there are closed terms of type nat that are not the encoding of a natural number.
For example, λx f.f 0 (2x f) is such a term. However, if we use more refined types, like TTR
of [18], such a term is not well-typed, and only the terms n are closed terms of type nat. The
system TTR, is second order predicate logic extended with recursive definitions of predicates
(like λ2µ is an extension of system F ) and the idea is that formulas are specifications and
programs can be extracted from the proofs of specifications. This is an approach that has
been advocated and studied by Krivine, Parigot and Leivant ([13, 18]) and the latter has
recently made a first extension to co-inductive data-types [15].

Another point for further research is to see how these data-types behave for the scheme
of course of value recursion as defined in [22]. Also, the Mendler style inductive (and
co-inductive) data types are worth comparing with the approach that we have chosen [16, 21].

A Typing rules for λ2µ

We now want to make precise what the type theory is that we are working with. We assume
that simple type theory and polymorphic type theory (syetm F ) are familiar. We look at
typing à la Curry, so we give types to untyped λ-terms. We define λ2µ as an extension of
system F à la Curry.

I Definition 42. The types of λ2µ are the ones of system F extended with types of the form

µβ.Φ(β)

where Φ(β) is a system F type in which the type variable β occurs positively. µβ binds the
type variable β in Φ(β), just like the ∀ does.

The equational theory on types is the contextual closure of the equations µβ.Φ(β) =
Φ(µβ.Φ(β)).
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So, we don’t have nested occurrences of µ. To make notation simpler, we introduce a
name for every type µβ.Φ(β) that we want to talk about. This is what we do in the paper.
Then we have:

A := µβ.Φ(β)
A = Φ(A)

The typing rules are the usual ones of system F à la Curry, extended with

Γ `M : A A = B

Γ `M : B
We assume that we have product and sum types. These are definable, so we don’t need

to add them. To fix notation we give the rules here.

Γ `M : A Γ `M : B

Γ ` 〈M,N〉 : A×B

Γ `M : A×B

Γ ` π1 M : A

Γ `M : A×B

Γ ` π2 M : B

Γ `M : A+B Γ, x : A ` N : C Γ, x : B ` P : C

Γ ` case M of (inl x⇒ N) (inrx⇒ P ) : C

Γ `M : A

Γ ` inlM : A+B

Γ `M : B

Γ ` inrM : A+B

With reduction rules

πi 〈M1,M2〉 �β Mi

case (inlQ) of (inlx⇒ N) (inrx⇒ P ) �β N [Q/x]
case (inrQ) of (inlx⇒ N) (inrx⇒ P ) �β P [Q/x]

We will avoid iterated pairs and projections as much as possible and similarly for iterated
injections. So we will just have

Γ `M : Ai
Γ ` iniM : A1 + . . .+An

Γ `M : A1 × . . .×An
Γ ` πiM : Ai

We pay some special attention to the rules for ∀ and ∃, because we are in Curry style, so
types are implicit. First the rules for ∀

Γ `M : ∀α.A
for B a type

Γ `M : A[B/α]
Γ `M : A

if α /∈ FV(Γ)
Γ `M : ∀α.A

The ∃-quantifier is defined in terms of the ∀:

∃β.A := ∀α.(∀β.A→ α)→ α

This imples that we have the following derived rules for ∃. These are the ones we actually
use.

Γ `M : ∃α.A Γ, p : A ` N : B
if α /∈ FV(Γ, B)

Γ `M (λp.N) : B
Γ `M : A

Γ ` λf.f M : ∃α.A
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